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This exciting revision emphasizes safety, communication and critical thinking as important hallmarks
for the beginning nursing student. Chapters open with a case study and include critical thinking
questions, Apply Your Knowledge Boxes, and Ethical-Legal Boxes to build studentsâ€™
decision-making abilities and clinical judgment. Collaborating with the Healthcare Team Boxes and
Patient Teaching Boxes demonstrate the importance of communication in these clinical scenarios. A
new streamlined approach, updated design, and additional NCLEX focus ensure that your students
are getting the coverage they need to complete their nursing program and to apply nursing content
in real-world practice.
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The book, if ordered in brand new condition, comes with The Point access code located inside the
front cover, and you must scratch off to retrieve code.Great price for book and code. At my school
book store, it is $150 for both.

The book itself in in decent shape, I just failed to realize that when you purchase a book that isn't
new you do not have any access to the online materials from the publisher, so always keep in mind
if you are not buying it new you'll be paying at least an extra $50 for the website.

This book goes through the trouble of trying to place a massive amount of data to train nursing
students between it's covers. It does a very good job at this. For the most part it is an excellent
text.Some of the information might not be up to date or incomplete. It lists marijuana as a Schedule
1 drug with no reference to the current transitional aspect of the drug in various parts of the
country.For a text that stresses Evidence Based Practice, it does have some shortcomings. I took
much issue with the Nutrition Chapter which seemed to follow 1970's Protein combining
incomplete/complete protein myths which have been debunked completely. I fear for the next
generation of patients who have to deal with Nurses who have been misinformed that vegetarian
and vegan diets are unsafe and that complete proteins only come from animal products.The book
also seems to tow the line from the ADA which has conflicts of interest and just won't come out
saying that things like eating a hamburger is bad for your heart because it's constituent meat
farmers would be in an uproar. Thus you have ridiculous advice like avoid coconuts if you want to
avoid saturated fat yet there is no mention of the much more readily available threat of McDonald's
which is quite odd and laughable.Other than this one Chapter I've been very happy with the
text.(Now back to reading other reviews where clueless college students complain about shipping or
book codes in the wrong place.)

The content is the same as the hardcover. However, there are no page numbers, so when asked by
instructor to turn to a particular page, it is impossible. Also, index is useless because there there is
no indication of where content is located. I would ask to please correct these problems or else don't
bother selling textbooks in Kindle format.

The pages are missing!!!! When I say missing I have found 6 pages so far and I've only gotten to
chapter 8 and those pages are blank. Not ripped out but blank. Everything else was good, shipping
was fast but come on people I spent over a $100 on this book and I'm probably missing some very
important information for my tests coming up because this book is missing pages and of course I
don't realize they are missing until I get to that specific chapter

This book was required for my junior standing BSN nursing course. There are plenty of typing
mistakes and captions to photos that clearly show something else all together. The index contains
1/20th of the material. This book covers so many broad topics that it is pointless to use the whole
text if you are taking other courses that are even remotely related to nursing, which makes it difficult
as to how to skip over material previously taught but still comprehend the new stuff. As other users

have noted, I wish my nursing program would end it's affair with Lippincott, Williams, and Wilkins
(LWW) publishing books.

Got this book BRAND NEW for $23! Happy Camper! No financial aid so, extremely helpful! To all in
nursing school, good luck. I wish you the very best! Love the word bank. Write out all definitions
before even reading the text. I like Mosby's dictionary for Health Profesionals

I would recommend this book to nursing students! I actually don't get bored reading this book. The
internet sources that come with this book are helpful when studying. It offers "key points" and
practice quiz questions.
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